Signature Consultants enters into an agreement for Cybersecurity Staffing Firm, Cyber 360, Inc. to
Join Team

Signature’s Expansion in the Cybersecurity Market has been boosted by joining with Mark Aiello
and Cyber 360
Ft. Lauderdale, FL--(March 31, 2017) – Signature Consultants, LLC, a Fort Lauderdale based IT staffing
th

firm celebrating its 20 year in business has entered into an agreement whereby Cyber 360, Inc. (“Cyber
360”) will join Signature. Cyber 360 is a Cybersecurity staffing firm specializing in the deployment of
highly trained professionals in the Cybersecurity industry with a focus on identifying the top 10% of
Cybersecurity Professionals available for contract and full-time opportunities.
"Joining with Mark and Cyber 360 represents a tremendous opportunity to meet our customers’
increasing demand for trained Cybersecurity professionals," stated Jay Cohen, CEO of Signature. "As
part of our team, Cyber 360 will assist our current network of commercial and government customers who
are struggling to hire skilled Cybersecurity professionals to secure their systems and reduce data and
privacy risk."
The deficit of Cybersecurity professionals is now expected to grow to more than 1.8 million workers
globally by 2022, according to the Global Information Security Workforce Study, sponsored by the Center
for Cyber Safety and Education and surveying over 19,000 Cybersecurity professionals. That is a 20%
increase over what the same study predicted two years ago. The Cybersecurity talent gap is widening at
an unprecedented rate.
Cyber 360 is one of the few Cybersecurity staffing firms in the United States solely dedicated to
identifying the top Cybersecurity professionals available for contract assignments and full-time
employment. By working with Cybersecurity leaders and their teams, Cyber 360 is able to partner with
their customers and meet the growing demand.
"We are pleased to be joining the team at Signature and linking forces to help meet the demand from its
customers," stated Mark Aiello, President of Cyber 360. "We believe supporting our commercial and
government customers against cyber threats is a necessity. With such a huge gap between supply and
demand for Cyber professionals, we are certain that Signature will help launch us to be the largest
provider of Cybersecurity talent in the United States.”
About Cyber 360, Inc.
Headquartered in Massachusetts, Cyber 360, Inc., is the leading Cybersecurity contract and full-time
staffing firm in the U.S. We work with Cybersecurity leaders, and their teams, to hire skilled Cybersecurity
professionals to secure their systems and reduce data and privacy risk. With the largest network of
Cybersecurity talent in the U.S., we are strategically positioned to capture the largest share of the
Cybersecurity talent market. For more information, please visit: www.cyber360solutions.com
About Signature Consultants, LLC

Headquartered in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, Signature Consultants was established in 1997 with a singular
focus: to provide clients and consultants with superior staffing solutions. For the seventh consecutive
year, Signature was voted as one of the “Best Staffing Firms to Work For” and is now the 15th largest IT
staffing firm in the United States (source: Staffing Industry Analysts). With 26 locations throughout North
America, Signature annually deploys thousands of consultants to support, run, and manage their clients’
technology needs. Signature offers IT staffing, consulting, managed solutions, and direct placement
services. For more information on the company, please visit www.sigconsult.com.
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